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ACT ONE

SCENE ONE

[The Shrine of  Diamonds, early morning. The halls are abuzz with excitement since it is the day of  the coronation of  
the new Queen. Food is being prepared, decorations are being put up in the hallways and in the ballroom. In 
a room near the Crown Princess’s suite, Angelica and Angela, sans Angelique, who is wandering in another 
part of  the Shrine, are getting ready for the day before they awaken the Crown Princess.]

ANGELICA (Standing at the mirror, scrutinizing herself) I really hate this outfit. It makes me look like a walking fireball.

ANGELA (Walking around the room, picking up things as she goes) Stop worrying, Gel. We don’t have time for it. After we tidy up in 
here, we have to go wake up Annie. 

ANGELICA (Waving a hand in dismissal) Let her sleep in, dammit. It’s going to be a long day.

ANGELA Gel, you’d probably be late to your own funeral at this rate. But this is a very important day, not a day to be sleeping 
around. (Puts discarded clothes in the hamper with a flourish.) This is the day Annie becomes Queen.

(At that moment, Lina enters the room, wearing her pale yellow regalia. She spies her older sister standing at the mirror and frowns.)

LINA (Impatiently) What’s taking you so long? I’m already ready and it’s taken you hours to get dressed. We’re not going to wait 
for you, Angelica. We have to wake up Annie. She needs to be prepared properly.

ANGELICA (Mimicking Lina’s bossy tone) We’re not going to wait for you, Angelica. We have to wake up Annie. She needs to be 
prepared properly.

(Lina picks up one of  the pillows on the bed once her sister turns around and heaves it at her back. It bounces off  the back of  Angelica’s head.)

ANGELICA (Angrily) What the hell was that for?

LINA For being you, Angelica. Now wrap it up. They want Annie ready within the hour. The clock is ticking.

ANGELICA (Huffing) If  I had a bloody nickel for every time I heard that phrase, I’d be the Queen of  the Cloud Nine 
Kingdom.

ANGELA Over my dead body. 

ANGELICA (Hands on hips, with indignation) Well, gee thanks sister. I thought I’d get some sort of  support from you. You’re the 
nice and smart one anyway. Aren’t you supposed to be telling me to be all I can be and that sort of  thing?

ANGELA Perhaps. If  I wanted to send our kingdom to hell in a Pringles can.

(Lina snickers. Angelica glares at her.)

ANGELICA That wasn’t funny! (to Angela) And you should have more faith in me.

ANGELA If  you gave me reason, I would. Now, since you insist on arguing, go wake up Annie. It’ll give you good practice to 
wait on the Queen.

ANGELICA (With a long-suffering sigh) I suppose I have to go do the honors. 

ANGELA (Shaking her head) Why are you acting like this is a burden? This is supposed to be one of  the greatest days in our 
history! We’re crowning a new Queen! A Queen that is a good friend of  ours, I’ll have you remember.

ANGELICA (Yawning) I’ll be glad when it’s time for the banquet.



LINA All you ever think about is food.

ANGELICA And boys. Don’t forget them. Which reminds me… (Shakes head at a thought.) I know we’re going to be keeping 
watch over a certain young man who used to be enamored with another Crown Princess…

ANGELA (Tsk-tsking) Scandal, scandal, scandal. Is that all you think about?

ANGELICA How can it be a scandal when it’s as true as day? Besides, I don’t see the harm in it. Annie needs a little help in that 
area, don’t you think? After all, Logan is someone’s leftovers. Well, actually, he’s really more like that clandestine dish of  
ice cream in the middle of  the night. But that makes it all the sweeter.

(Angela becomes angry and rushes to the door to slam it shut. She shushes Angelica.)

ANGELA Are you out of  your mind? You know we cannot speak of  that out of  courtesy for Annie and not to mention for the 
well-being of  our kingdom. She could have our heads!

ANGELICA (Rolling eyes) We’re not in the bleeding sixteenth century for goodness sakes. It’s the thirty-first century. We can talk 
about sex now without getting a spanking, Angela.

ANGELA I meant that in a more figurative sense, Angelica. 

ANGELICA I just think that this whole situation—

LINA (Breaking in) It doesn’t matter what you think about all this. The truth is that Annie cannot have anything to do with 
Logan Baylor after what has just happened. It will ruin her reputation. 

ANGELICA Who cares what those stuffy aristocrats think? All they do is hold their noses up at people and pretend like they’re 
important ‘cause it’s the only thing that keeps them from chucking themselves off  the nearest rooftop. They couldn’t 
handle a little romance if  it was stuffed into a crepe. 

LINA But they have influence, Gel, whether you like to believe it or not. 

ANGELA Lina’s right. They are the reason why Annie’s coronation took so long to happen. They wanted to put Bennett on the 
throne because they had a problem with another woman ruler after Angelia’s mother died.1

ANGELICA Another reason why we should send them to Pluto as soon as possible. They’re completely unbearable. And 
Bennett would make a completely horrible King. (Makes a face at the thought.)

LINA As much as I agree to the first, and not the latter, we have a Queen to see to. Let’s give them a reason to get all huffy.

ANGELICA (Thinking about it) Why, that sounds like a wonderful idea! I’m all for it.

(Lina and Angela share a glance.)

LINA To hell in a Pringles can? I was thinking more like a tube of  lip color, actually.

ANGELICA Oh go and roll up your bloody tongue, Lina.

LINA If  there was ever anyone in this world who would need to do that, I think you’d find her in the mirror.

(Angelica glowers but doesn’t say anything. The trio heads out to Angelia’s room so they can wake her up.)

SCENE TWO

[In Angelia’s room. Alone and a little disheveled from sleep, Angelia stirs in bed and lies there for a long moment. 
Angelia sits up in her canopy bed and sighs.]

1  Angelia was actually mothered by Ingrid, the White Star Prophet. Because Ingrid lives on the Shirohoshi Constellation and cannot take care of her 
children, she left the twins Angelia and Aurora, and Bennett in the care of Katherine, the late Queen of the Cloud Nine Kingdom.



ANGELIA (To herself) Today’s the day, I suppose. (Glances at the holo-calendar on her nighttable.) It’s the seventh of  January, the day I 
become Queen of  the Cloud Nine Kingdom. (Spies herself  in the mirror nearby.) Was there ever such a woman less worthy 
to be Queen? (Rubs eyes.) I am going to screw this up dreadfully. 

(The door opens. In her usual long white dress, Aurora enters the room. She is alone. She walks to the bed and pulls back the canopy. She smiles  
reassuringly at Angelia.)

AURORA You don’t have to be so worried. You will be a great Queen.

ANGELIA You’re just saying that because you’re my sister.

AURORA Partly. (Frowns worriedly.) Is everything alright, sister? You look a little tired. More than usual.

ANGELIA I just didn’t sleep very well is all. 

AURORA Bad dreams?

ANGELIA (Distractedly) Something like that…

(Angelia goes to the desk and pushes a button. An infrared keyboard appears on the surface and a holo screen appears at Angelia’s eye level. Aurora  
walks up behind her and stands, watching. Angelia checks her electronic mail as if  she is expecting a particular message. After scrutinizing 
her messages and not getting what she wants, Angelia powers down the screen and keyboard with a sigh.)

AURORA Are you upset about Logan Baylor, Angelia?

(Pause.)

ANGELIA (Startled) Logan Baylor? (Turns.) Why would you say that?

(Aurora just looks at her meaningfully.)

ANGELIA (Sighing, then shaking her head) I forget you can read minds.2

AURORA That’s true, but you’re also a terrible liar. I hope you don’t try to lie while you’re on the throne. I hate to hear of  you 
lying to Court and getting overthrown.

ANGELIA Amusing.

AURORA Hardly, if  it really happens.

ANGELIA Well, let’s hope it doesn’t. I really don’t want to see what Bennett would do with the kingdom’s treasury. (Frowns.) 
And speaking of  the devil, where is he, by the way? He hasn’t been in to bother me yet.

AURORA The playboy prince? Oh, in the same place he always is at eight in the morning: in bed with a hangover and a dozen 
scratches from willing though ardent female lovers. Emphasis on the fact that there were probably multiple.

ANGELIA I will be so relieved the day he settles on one girl and gets married. I don’t know what it is about being rich and 
handsome and titled that makes men go out and have sex with every woman and drink liquor till he can’t see his own 
nose.

AURORA An extra appendage, I think. 

ANGELIA (Laughing) I’ll agree to that, sister.

(There is a knock on the door. Then…)

VOICE Oh Annie dear! Are you up yet?

2  Aurora gained the ability to read minds from her mother. Angelia doesn’t have this skill.



(There is a thud, and someone says, “Ouch!” Angelia and Aurora share a glance. Aurora goes to the door and opens it. Angelica, Angela, and Lina 
are on the other side of  it.)

ANGELICA (to Lina) You didn’t have to hit me.

LINA I said go in you idiot!

(Angelia walks up, shaking her head in amusement.)

ANGELIA Here you are, about to become chambermaids to the Queen, and you’re still fighting as though you were in grade 
school.

LINA I would agree, but I’ll say that one of  us here still acts her shoe size.

(At Angelia’s warning look, Angelica remains silent.)

ANGELIA Come in. At this rate, we’ll be lucky if  we can get ready in time.

ANGELA We’re sorry to have been late. Someone spent too much time at the mirror.

ANGELICA Don’t hate me because I’m beautiful.

LINA Well, then, we don’t hate you. 

(Angelica glares at her again.)

ANGELIA (Exasperated) Would the three of  you stop arguing and help me dress? 

ANGELA (Clearing throat) Sorry. 

ANGELIA It’s quite alright. I do feel a little manic myself. I… (Sighs.) It still feels like yesterday when I used to climb in bed 
with mother when I had a bad dream or something was worrying me. (Eyes well up with tears.) Maman est morte. 

LINA (Wrapping her arm around Angelia’s shoulders) It’s okay, Annie. Your mother is always with you inside your heart. 

ANGELICA Must you be so corny, Lina? That’s almost as bad as saying she’s everlasting or something.

LINA Just stand there and look dumb like you always do.

ANGELA Just keep whatever you’re about to say next to yourself, Angelica. (to Angelia) Sit down, Annie. I’m going to get you a 
glass of  water and an aspirin. (Leaves the room.)

AURORA You shouldn’t obsess about the death of  Mother. You need to cherish the blessing of  your life and the opportunity 
you have to follow in her footsteps.

LINA Not to mention you’re surrounded by people who love you. (Wraps her arms around Angelia’s shoulders and places her chin on her  
shoulder.) We’re not going to let you stay in bad spirits, Annie. We want to make you happy.

ANGELIA (With the ghost of  a smile) And that makes me happy. (Rubs her cheek against Lina’s.) I wish being Queen was as easy as 
being loved.

LINA It’s operates on the same principle, I think. You love your people, do for them whatever you do when you truly love 
someone, and they will love you back.

(Angelia nods absently, but it is clear that something else is on her mind.)

AURORA You’re thinking of  Princess Hoseki aren’t you?

ANGELICA (Muttering) Of  course she should. She stole her boyfriend.



(Angelia looks very hard at Angelica, who stares back.)

ANGELIA (Trying to keep her voice steady) I did not steal her boyfriend.

LINA (Angrily, coming up to face her big sister) Don’t be so insensitive, Angelica. You forget, it takes two to work a relationship. If  a 
man wants a woman, who can stop him? Half  of  this is his fault.

ANGELICA Why are we tiptoeing around this? 

AURORA This is not something we need to discuss right now. (Looks angrily at Angelica before looking at Angelia with reassuring eyes.)  
Perhaps it would make you feel better if  you reached out and tried to contact her, to mend fences between you.

(After thinking a moment, Angelia reaches out for a pen and paper.)

ANGELICA A little old-fashioned, isn’t it?

ANGELIA (Giving her a warning look) Do not question my logic. 

AURORA (As Angelia is scribbling) She will take better to a letter than a video message. Seeing Angelia’s face will do nothing but 
set her on edge.

LINA (Pointedly, to Angelica) I agree.

(Angelia finishes the letter and puts it into an envelope. She holds it out for Angelica to take.)

ANGELIA Make sure this is delivered with undue haste.

(Angelica stares at it for a second before taking it and leaving the room. She passes by Angela with the water and aspirin and Angelique with  
Angelia’s regalia for the coronation ceremony.)

ANGELIQUE What’s going on?

ANGELA I don’t know… (Walks to Angelia.) Take these, Annie.

(Angelia obeys. She downs the whole glass of  water. She gives the glass back to Angela when she is done and stands. She turns and smiles at  
Angelique.)

ANGELIA I think I feel almost normal now.

ANGELIQUE Enough to wear these? (Gestures to the regalia in her arms.)

ANGELIA I believe so. But if  not, I can always grow into them.

LINA See? That’s the spirit, Annie.

ANGELIA (Ruffling Lina’s strawberry-blond hair) Yes, I’m trying my hardest. (Hands on hips.) Now that we’ve braved the worst for 
the morning, ladies, I think it’s time to make me into a Queen. 

SCENE THREE

[At Selenity Palace in the Wilshire Kingdom on mainland Earth. Things are a little more subdued. Outside the 
Princess’s chamber, Hannah takes a deep breath before entering. Inside, a dark-haired woman is sitting at a 
desk with her back to the door. It looks like she is writing. Even at the sound of  Hannah’s footfalls she does 



not turn.]

HANNAH (After a short sigh) Brianna, I wish you would come out of  this room. You don’t need to be confined like this. 
Heartbreak is not a death sentence.

(Pause.)

HANNAH Angelia’s coronation is today. I think it would benefit you to come.

(Another long pause.)

HANNAH Do not sit there and write as if  I weren’t in the room, Brianna! I know it hurts, but you’ve got to get over it. Logan 
Baylor is—

(Brianna slams the pen down forcefully on the desk.)

BRIANNA No one will ever mention that name in my presence ever again! Do I make myself  clear?

HANNAH (Coming closer) Dammit, Brianna, don’t act so bitter. He’s a man. What did you expect from him? It’s a wonder why 
you didn’t see that before now. He was flaunting the fucking relationship right in front of  your face. I know I didn’t 
raise you to be so blind.

(Trembling, Brianna whirls around. Her face is streaked with tears.)

BRIANNA I wish you would shut up and leave me alone! Didn’t I order everyone not to bother me today?

HANNAH You forgot—I’m not just anybody, Brianna. I’m your family. I think your behavior is reprehensible. You need to be 
out there showing everyone that you are stronger than you look. That you won’t be ruled with your heart. 

(Brianna walks to the bed and slumps down on it.)

BRIANNA Can you blame me? Can you honestly blame me?

HANNAH (Sighing) Brianna, hearts are meant to be broken. You’ll just have to get over it before it breaks your spirit.

BRIANNA I wish it was that simple, Hannah, but it’s not. (Gives Hannah a wistful smile through her tears.) I was in love with him. 
And I thought he felt the same for me.

HANNAH Perhaps he did for a little while, but feelings are often so flighty especially with men who have their gazes on blond 
crown princesses.

BRIANNA You know, if  I didn’t know any better, it would sound like you were the one wronged here, not I.

HANNAH I’m just trying to get you to see the situation from another perspective that differs from the hey-I need-to-mope-in-
my-room-for-a-millennium point-of-view.

BRIANNA Maybe this is my way of  healing, Hannah. Can’t I be on my own?

HANNAH No. You’re the Crown Princess, so that entitles you to the curse of  having everyone scrutinizing your every move.

BRIANNA I do not care. I would like to be alone. And even if  I wasn’t the Crown Princess, I’d want you to respect my wishes. 
I would do the same for you.

HANNAH No you wouldn’t. You would bother me at any and every opportunity you got. So I’m just extending the same 
courtesy to you.

(There is a knock on the door.)

HANNAH Come in!



BRIANNA (In exasperation) Whose room is this, miss?

(Hannah raises her eyebrow at her. The messenger comes in, bearing an official-looking letter.)

MESSENGER This arrived a moment ago from Cloud Nine, Your Majesty. 

(Brianna goes stiff  and her eyes go stormy.)

MESSENGER (Stammering in fear) I-It was marked for urgent delivery, Your Majesty—

HANNAH I’ll take it. (Takes it.) Thank you.

(The Messenger leaves, afraid that Brianna will hurt him for disobeying her order for solitude. Hannah opens the letter and skims it. Brianna looks at  
her hands in her lap.)

HANNAH It’s from Angelia.

BRIANNA (Stiffly) I figured that. Throw it out.

HANNAH (Astonished) Aren’t you going to read it? The woman is going out of  her way to apologize to you and you’re not 
going to even give her the decency to read what she has to say?

BRIANNA I am sorry if  my feelings seem incomprehensible to you, but I will not read that letter. 

HANNAH I wish you weren’t so damned stubborn.

BRIANNA And I wish I had never met the lot of  them! Every moment since I met the both of  them has been filled with pain! 
I want to forget them as quickly and for as long as I can.

(Hannah is silent for a while before speaking again.)

HANNAH You need to go see her. (Tosses the letter on the bed.)

BRIANNA I am not ready to see her yet. 

HANNAH You’re only saying that because of  your petulant feelings.

BRIANNA I know my own petulant feelings better than you, Duchess.3

HANNAH Don’t call me Duchess. Besides, it would benefit you to go to the coronation ceremony, Brianna. It would get you 
out of  this room and help you settle your feelings.

BRIANNA (With a hard look in her eye) I will not the forced on the issue, Hannah. (Rises to go to the desk.) Now leave me alone. If  
you come back in here again, I’ll have you thrown in jail.

(Realizing that it wouldn’t benefit her to try to persuade Brianna, Hannah silently leaves the room. After a minute, Brianna rises from the desk and 
stands over the bed. She stares down at the letter.)

BRIANNA Why couldn’t you be hateful? Just a little. You make it so easy not to dislike you. (Sighs.) I can see why Logan fell in 
love with you. You are so vibrant, full of  life where I am not. (Sits on the bed again.) You’re better for Logan than I was. 
(Picks up the letter and folds it.) But that still doesn’t mean I’m ready to see it before my very eyes.

(Brianna walks to the trash and throws the letter away. She retakes her seat at the desk and resumes writing.)

SCENE FOUR

3  Brianna refers to Hannah as Duchess to annoy her. Hannah was knighted Duchess of Wilshire after saving Brianna’s life. Hannah generally doesn’t 
refer to the distinction.



[At the Shrine of  Diamonds. A banquet for Angelia’s coronation is taking place in the ballroom. Guests are eating and 
dancing. There are more than a few whispers about Brianna’s absence, but Angelia does not notice. Angelia 
is standing amid the Wolfe triplets when a voice calls out her name.]

BENNETT Annie! Sister dear!

(Angelia, overcome with embarrassment and love, can’t help but smile.)

ANGELIA (Wryly) I see that you have arrived, little brother. (Holds out hand draped elegantly.) Should I ask why you are so late, or 
shall I use my powerful abilities of  reasoning?

(Bennett gives an elaborate bow and kisses his sister’s hand.)

BENNETT I had to ensure the happiness of  our female citizens, dear sister. You do know how diplomacy works, don’t you?

ANGELIA There’s diplomacy, Bennett, and then there’s impropriety.

BENNETT (With an impish grin) I can’t help it if  I’m cute.

ANGELIA And I certainly can’t help it if  I get the urge to throw you in prison.

BENNETT (Pouting a little) Oh Annie…

ANGELICA She’s right, you know. It won’t do well for the kingdom if  you’re sleeping with every woman in it.

BENNETT Some of  us are blessed with skills to manipulate the opposite sex. And some are not.

ANGELICA You call an orgy a blessing of  skills to manipulate the opposite sex?

ANGELIA Angelica! Please don’t speak like that in my presence.

LINA And in mine. Virgin ears.

ANGELICA When it’s as obvious as it is with Bennett, no one has to say anything.

ANGELIA Perhaps we should talk about something else. 

(A movement out of  the corner of  Angelia’s eye causes her to turn. A young woman in white regalia bows reverently then presents herself.)

FELICE Good afternoon, Your Majesty.

ANGELIA Good afternoon, Felice. I see you make your presence known discreetly as usual.

ANGELICA She’s a bloody spy. I suppose she has to be good at something.

FELICE (Expressionless) And I suppose we all cannot be skilled at the fine art of  delusion, can we not?

(Angelica’s eyes go dark. Bennett grins, and slaps Felice on the back. Felice gives him a warning look and he backs slowly away.)

FELICE I have considered what we discussed the other night, Your Majesty.

ANGELIA Oh yes. I remember our talk. Have you made a decision?

FELICE I realize I will be a great asset to the kingdom if  I can assure the safety of  its leader. So I accept your invitation to 
become the commander of  the Soldiers of  the Night.

ANGELIA Good. I am sure that you will do a wonderful job in protecting me and making sure you are surrounded by people 
who will do the same. 

BENNETT Hey Felice, would you take a shot for me?



FELICE (Unblinking) I would prefer not.4

(Bennett feigns an expression of  immense hurt.)

ANGELIA (Laughing) Her loyalty is to the Queen, Bennett. Don’t embarrass yourself  to ask such a question. (Turns to Felice.) Do 
not worry so much on my health and well-being today, Felice. Do try to relax and have fun. (Clasps her hand.) Please? 
For the sake of  your dear Queen?

FELICE (Nodding) I will do my best. (Leaves, still looking around cautiously.) 

ANGELICA (Disdainfully) I don’t know what’s up with her. She always acts like something stuck up her ass.

ANGELIQUE She just chooses to take a more serious outlook on the world. What’s so wrong with that? I’m so sorry if  we all 
don’t think in hemlines and clouds of  perfume like you do.

ANGELICA I…I just don’t like her. She acts like she’s better than everyone else ‘cause she grew up on the streets without 
parents and siblings. Like having to fend for yourself  is something to brag about. (Rolls eyes.)

(Upset, Angelia inhales and shifts so that she is standing in front of  Angelica. Angela, Angelique, Lina, and Bennett watch in confusion. She stares  
at Angelica a long time before speaking.)

ANGELICA (Perplexed and a little afraid) What?

(Pause. The room is slowly going silent. People are starting to part for someone who has entered the room, but Angelia is too furious to notice.)

ANGELIA (In a terrifyingly even, brusque voice) Angelica, if  I ever, ever hear you speak that way about Felice, or any one in my trust 
other than you yourself, in my presence ever again, you will live a fate worse than those you condemn to your foolish 
principles of  mediocrity. Do I make myself  clear?

ANGELICA (With mutinous eyes) Crystal.

(Angelia opens her mouth to say something about Angelica’s insolence but someone else speaks first.)

FELICE (Hesitantly) Your Majesty?

(Angelia looks at Felice, but she sees the person behind her and looks past her.)

ANGELIA (Breathless) Brianna…

(The room is silent, riveted to the scene with the two ex-friends. Brianna, in an indigo-colored dress and pearls, bows in front of  Angelia.)

BRIANNA I congratulate you on your ascension, Your Majesty. I trust you will make a wonderful Queen.

ANGELIA (Overcome with emotion) I appreciate your good tidings, Princess. They mean a great deal to me.

BRIANNA I am glad. (Bows again, and turns to walk away.)

ANGELIA (Taking a step forward) Did you get my letter?

BRIANNA (Pausing) It arrived at its destination safely. (Walks away.)

(Angelia takes another step as if  to go after her but Felice comes up behind her.)

FELICE (When Angelia looks at her) Perhaps time is the best medicine in this situation, Your Majesty.

ANGELIA (Looking at the path Brianna took) You are right, Felice. Hopefully it will not be too much longer.

4  “Bartleby, the Scrivener” by Herman Melville.



FELICE The whims of  emotion are hard to predict, Your Majesty. You should not worry about it much and let her work out 
her own feelings.

ANGELIA How right you are. (Visibly troubled.) Excuse me…

(Angelia leaves to compose herself. Felice waits a few seconds before following her. Bennett is standing amid the Wolfe sisters in shock.)

BENNETT So that’s the girl Logan Baylor dumped for Annie? (Whistles.) Damn. I think I might have to have a few words with 
that young woman…

ANGELA Leave her alone, Bennett. She’s obviously not ready to jump into a relationship with another guy.

BENNETT Well, she obviously hasn’t met me yet.

ANGELICA And when she does, she’ll be instantly repulsed by you.

BENNETT We’ll just see about that. (Goes after Brianna.)

ANGELA This is going to end badly. 

ANGELICA I am gonna go watch. (Leaves.)

ANGELA I can’t see how this day could get any more twisted…

SCENE FIVE

[Brianna walks out into the hallway and Bennett chases her.]

BENNETT Hey, wait up!

(Brianna looks back, then keeps walking.)

BENNETT Why are you running?

BRIANNA Most people run when chased by immense doom.

BENNETT Oh, come on, Brianna. What’s your problem? Haven’t you ever had a charming young man pursue you before?

BRIANNA Well, we all know what happened the last time I came into contact with a charming young man, as you 
Neanderthals like to call yourselves.

BENNETT We don’t all act like that, Brianna. (Trails a hand up her arm.) I can show you how charming some members of  the 
opposite sex can be…

BRIANNA (Shocked, slapping his hand away) I beg your pardon! The last time I checked, it wasn’t becoming for a young prince to 
pursue a young woman in such a manner.

BENNETT I do hate to burst your bubble, Brianna, but times have changed.

BRIANNA Perhaps, but courtesy hasn’t. I would greatly appreciate it if  you would leave me alone.

BENNETT Not until you grant me the honor of  going to the Valentine’s Day Ball with me. 

BRIANNA I’d rather go live in a monastery. 

BENNETT (Laughing) Oh, now. Stop playing hard to get.

BRIANNA (Flustered) I am not…playing! (Glares at him.) Contrary to popular belief, Bennett Sanford, not every woman finds 



herself  enamored with you. As a matter of  fact, I find you utterly and absolutely repulsive.

BENNETT (Coming closer) You just haven’t gotten to know me very well yet, Brianna dear. And believe me, we can get to know 
each other very well.

(With a squeal of  anger and outrage, Brianna slaps him.)

BRIANNA That’s Princess Hoseki5 to you, you insufferable playboy! I hope you lose all your appendages to a virulent disease!6

(Brianna storms away. Arms crossed over his chest and eyebrows raised, Adrian comes up to Bennett, who is rubbing his red cheek.)

ADRIAN (Dead-pan, as usual) You have to learn when to back off, Bennett.

BENNETT Back off ? Why? Haven’t you heard that persistence pays?

ADRIAN (Gazing at him) Yes, I have. But you need to leave that young woman alone. You know who she is.

BENNETT Of  course I do. I haven’t been hiding under a rock.

ADRIAN (Noticing a couple of  girls waving at Bennett) At least not alone.

BENNETT Look, I have to admit that I’m intrigued by her. Can I help it if  I want her company? 

ADRIAN Bennett, you do realize why you want her company so much. It’s pretty obvious, by just looking at you. 

BENNETT Oh, is it? And tell me, O Prince Infinity, why am I so intrigued by Brianna Simmons?

ADRIAN You really want to know.

BENNETT Yeah, I do.

(Pause.)

ADRIAN Because she doesn’t want you. That makes no sense in your warped mind, so you’re determined to have her.

(Pause.)

BENNETT You are a hateful, awful person.

ADRIAN (Still dead-pan) Better than being horny.

BENNETT (Flustered) Would you leave me alone? I’m perfectly human, and as a human, I am entitled to exercise my biological 
right to interaction with the opposite sex. 

ADRIAN There is a certain thing called moderation, Bennett. Not all women are attracted to the fact that a man has been with 
many women at the same time. And possibly in the same bed.

BENNETT So you’re saying that a girl like Brianna is repulsed by my…?

ADRIAN Over-experience. Gross over-experience.

BENNETT I like women! Why is it that everyone finds that so horrible?

ADRIAN Bennett, something must be horribly wrong with you if  you have to ask that question.

5  Brianna officially has the title of Princess Hoseki, which the name for the Princess of Destiny. Isabella Layne and Roseli Richmond, who will be 
introduced later, both have this same distinction. Isabella is officially Princess Itazura; Roseli is officially Princess Kuruyami. 

6  Act One, Scene Two, lines 158-167.



SCENE SIX

[Brianna is leaving the Shrine of  Diamonds. Someone is running after her, calling her name. She turns to find two 
blondes coming her way.] 

ISABELLA Brie-chan! Stop!

USAGI We would like to talk to you. Matte matte!7

(Brianna sighs and stops. Usagi and Isabella catch up with her.)

ISABELLA It’s good to see you, Brie-chan. How are you?

BRIANNA (Stiffly) I’ve been better.

USAGI Why did you leave so soon? It’s wonderful in there…and there’s good food…

ISABELLA (Sweatdropping a little) Usagi-chan, I think we didn’t need the comment about the food. (Considers it.) Though, you 
may have a point…

USAGI Gomen! 8 I think I liked the crab cakes a little too much…

(Isabella clears her throat and Usagi straightens up.)

BRIANNA I…I don’t feel ready to be in Angelia’s presence more than a couple of  minutes. I…

ISABELLA We know you need time, Brie-chan. But you’re going to have to face her eventually. You are allies. As are we all.

USAGI And we need to be united in case something goes wrong. Peace doesn’t last forever and we don’t need this fracturing us. 

BRIANNA I am aware of  that. I just—

(Brianna breaks off  suddenly and her eyes become distracted. Isabella frowns and stares at her for a long moment before following her gaze. Logan 
Baylor, in complete regalia, is entering the Shrine, not having seen them. Brianna takes a step back, as if  she is going to flee.)

ISABELLA (Reaching out for her) Brianna…

USAGI It’s okay, Brie-chan…

(Brianna slips from Isabella’s grasp and runs away.)

ISABELLA (Eyes filling with tears) Poor Brianna…

USAGI I wish there was a better outcome to this than what has happened. I…I am glad that Annie-chan has found love but…

ISABELLA (Taking out her handkerchief  and dabbing at her eyes) This has deeply hurt Brianna-chan. You can see it in her eyes when 
she looks at you. 

USAGI I just want them to make up. (Shakes head.) I have this feeling…

ISABELLA I do, too. I want to tell myself  not worry about it so much, but I cannot help it.

(At that moment, Chibi Usa, 9 Usagi’s daughter, Lina, and Farrah Desmond come running past.)

USAGI (Sternly) Chibi Usa!

7  Japanese, Wait, wait!
8  Japanese, Sorry!
9  Chibi Usa is short for Chibi Usagi or little rabbit.



(Chibi Usa, Lina, and Farrah stop in their tracks. When they turn around, they look comedically sheepish.)

CHIBI USA We all had to go to the bathroom.

USAGI At the same time?

(The three girls go red.)

ISABELLA (Gently, but firmly) Why don’t you tell us the real reason why you were running.

(Fidgety, the trio shares an apprehensive glance.)

USAGI (Getting angry) Chibi Usa!!

FARRAH We saw something coming from the East.

LINA It looked really bad, so we were gonna run and get someone…

(Isabella runs in the direction from where the girls came. Usagi follows, and Lina, Chibi Usa, and Farrah rush after them. Isabella suddenly pauses,  
eyes wide.)

ISABELLA Dios Mio…

(In the east, smoke is climbing high into the sky. Usagi skids and bumps into Isabella nearly knocking her over. When she rights herself, her eyes go  
wide like Isabella’s.)

USAGI (With dread apparent) My bad feeling just got worse…


